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Fire Alarm

• The alarm is a continuous siren.

• On hearing the continuous alarm, please leave the building via the nearest safe exit.

• There will be staff directing you, should an evacuation occur.

• Report to Hotel representatives in charge at the Assembly Point, which is THE CUMBERLAND HOTEL.
Hotel fire safety:

- Threat of fire is a remote thought for a seasoned business traveler, but staying overnight even in the best establishments places you at greater risk than you can imagine. Even the simplest of precautions can save your life e.g.:
- Plan ahead - familiarise yourself with fire exits, extinguishers, hoses nearest room (map usually on back of door) – locate nearest two exits in opposite directions from your room in case one of them blocked.
- If there is a fire feel door or door knob with back of hand, if warm don’t open it.
- If door not warm drop to knees and slowly open door, be ready to shut it if smoke comes in. If hallway clear head for nearest exit.
- If trapped in room call hotel operator, if no contact ring 999 fire department and give location, hang a bed sheet out of window (if no fire outside) so they can see where you are.
- Fill bathtub with water, block gaps in door with wet towel, if door/walls warm douse them with water, wet mattress and put in against door.
Hyde Park and Attractions
Surrounding Area
WiFi

- Connect to Amba WiFi and an automatic pop up will appear when you open your browser.

- Click 'Get Online' and you will be connected. No need for a password.